Policy on Campaigning and Endorsement of Candidates

As a professional society, SWE must maintain a high standard of behavior during our elections and protect our members from being inundated with messages about candidates. This policy is applicable to all SWE election activities including the petition process.

- The primary source for information about Society ballot level candidates is the statements and ballot information provided via official Society channels. Other official Society channels may be approved by the SWE Board of Directors in order to increase the members knowledge of the candidates.
- Use of SWE’s electronic resources are not permitted to promote individual candidates or to solicit signatures for a petition nomination. This includes SWE newsletters, SWE distribution lists, and SWE groups on social media. Personal email and personal social media venues are permitted provided that SWE is not included as part of the social media venue title or name.
- Announcements made in the course of SWE business meetings, including conference calls, newsletters, or face-to-face meetings, should only include information on the elections themselves and details on where additional candidate information can be found (i.e. slate, ballot received by members, etc.).
- Encouraging voting for a specific candidate or discussing individual candidates’ platforms is not permitted in the following situations:
  - Messages in the course of SWE business
  - Messages sent from SWE email addresses, including official HQ-designated email addresses or those that include SWE as part of the email address
  - Messages that include use of the SWE logo, SWE titles in the signature or SWE signature blocks
  - Messages sent to distribution lists created from section, committee, or other SWE group rosters or distribution lists
- Images utilized during SWE elections should be professional portrait photos (or similar) of the candidate. Group photos are not permitted.
- SWE print or electronic advertisements are not permitted.

Alleged violations will be referred to the Society Ethics Committee for investigation and action. Actions can range from a warning and retraction for first time offenders, up to dismissal from SWE, depending on the severity of the violation.

Recipients of a violation of this policy are not responsible for the actions of the violator but should contact the Ethics Committee with concerns.
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